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PROGRAMME

Each of us makes mistakes throughout life. Making mistakes is the most human 
thing that exists, as Seneca said, and it is even more so for a surgeon, who is called 
upon to make difficult choices every day. In our culture, we are used to demonising 

mistakes and believing that making mistakes is the path to failure. Since childhood, we 
have cultivated a negative view of mistakes ever since the teacher at school underlined 
our mistakes in red. Unsurprisingly, as adults, we are often led to limit our choices and 
actions for fear of making mistakes. As surgeons, what makes us afraid in our activity 
are not only the possible consequences for the patient but also the fearful medico-legal 
consequences and the loss of credibility with colleagues and the entire healthcare sector. 
Of course, mistakes can generate negative consequences, but allowing fear to prevent 
us from making correct choices leads to even more severe consequences. According 
to recent estimates by AgeNaS, the overall cost of defensive medicine would be around 
10% of overall healthcare spending, equal to approximately 9-10 billion euros per year in 
Italy. Therefore, we understand the importance of moving away from traditional schemes 

of coding errors as a negative element, transforming them into an opportunity for learning 
and growth, developing skills and improving performance. It is the "error culture", a concept 
that underlines the importance of dealing with mistakes constructively rather than punitively.  
This year, the CTC 2023 (Trentino Surgery Congress), now in its ninth edition, addresses this 
theme. Given the significant presence of speakers from other countries, the event's format is an 
international congress, half in English, entitled "International Congress on Surgical Mistakes: 
A Critical Audit to Learn from Errors". Sixteen clinical cases will be presented by authoritative 
colleagues, in absolute respect of all privacy protections, with the aim of learning as many 
precious lessons to bring back to our practice. From the perspective of preventing errors, 
particularly in gallstone surgery, a very interesting and effective project has been developed 
in in the Philippine islands. Facing a long journey, colleagues/friends from Manila will come 
to illustrate their "Zero Bile Duct Injuries Campaign" and what results they have achieved 
with this program. Finally, a "gem" that we are delighted to offer. As Niels Bohr, father of 
modern physics, said, "The expert is a person who has made all possible errors in a very 

narrow field". Well, we have chosen three of the top national and international experts 
in narrow sectors of surgery (Hepatobiliary, Colorectal, Abdominal wall) and asked them 
to present their experience in a captivating lecture entitled "All the worst errors I have 
seen (and done) in my career." At the end of the congress a prize will be awarded to 
the best presentation.  For all the participants: do not miss the opportunity to win the 
photography competition "that time....". To participate, register for the conference and 
send to our secretariat a photo taken in the operative room or ward, either of an error, or 
of something memorable, bizarre, incredible, dramatic, or simply particularly funny. The 
recommendation is to strictly respect the privacy legislation and, where necessary, the 
patient's consent.

We are looking forward to meeting you in Trento.

Alessandro Carrara, Giuseppe Tirone

09:00  Registration 
09:30  Welcome greedings

09:15  “What to do and not to do in case of mistake in surgery”… suggestions from a jurist 
 DE BENEDETTO G

I st SESSION
NATIONAL MISTAKES
Moderators: SORRENTINO M, TIRONE G

10:00  Case I --------------------------------------------MANCINI S (Rome)
10:13 Case II  -------------------------------------------SORRENTINO M (Latisana)
10:26  Case III  ------------------------------------------ZARACA F (Bolzano)
10:39  Case IV  ------------------------------------------CATARCI M (Ascoli)
10:52  Case V  ------------------------------------------GASPARRINI M (Roma)

11:10  LECTIO MAGISTRALIS - ABDOMINAL WALL SURGERY:
"ALL THE WORS MISTAKES I HAVE EVER SEEN IN MY CARRIER"

Speaker: FRANCESCO GROSSETI

11:30  Case VI  -------------------------------------MARI V (Rovereto)
11:43  Case VII -------------------------------------IACOBONE M (Padova)
11:56  Case VIII -----------------------------------RUZZENENTE A (Verona)
12:09  Case IX--------------------------------------ANDREUCCETTI J (Roma)

II nd SESSION
INTERNATIONAL MISTAKES
Moderators: CARRARA A, LOMANTO D

12:25  Case X   -------------------------------------GIORDANO P (United Kingdom)
12:38  Case XI  -------------------------------------AL-JAZZER MAULANA ANGAS  (Philippine Islands)

12:51  LECTIO MAGISTRALIS - COLORECTAL SURGERY:
"ALL THE WORS MISTAKES I HAVE EVER SEEN IN MY CARRIER"
Speaker: MARCO CATARCI

13:11  Case XII   ----------------------------------------KHULLER S (India)
13:24  Case XIII  ----------------------------------------SOLIMAN H (Egypt)

13:40  Lunch break

14:40  Case XIV   ---------------------------------------GUMBS A (France)
14:53  Case XV  -----------------------------------------KALIKAR V (India)
15:06  Case XVI  ----------------------------------------LOMANTO D (Singapore)
15:29  PALES "Zero bile duct injuries campaign" ----EJERCITO C (Philippine Islands)

15:35  LECTIO MAGISTRALIS - HEPATOBILIARY SURGERY:
"ALL THE WORS MISTAKES I HAVE EVER SEEN IN MY CARRIER"
Speaker: LE QUAN ANH TUAN

16:00  Take home messages

16:15  CME evaluation


